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Facebook is the world's largest social network, and the number one site in the world based on use. It is also the most popular social media site in the world. The EU's General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) that came into effect on the 25th May could make or break your online security depending on your country of residence. The law gives more protection and imposes stricter penalties to users who
suffer data breaches, so it's important that websites meet the requirements of the law. Revealed: Data breach which led to almost 1m accounts being hacked A devastating number of Facebook users' accounts may have been hacked after a data breach at a major US university. The records on the 33 million Facebook accounts are believed to have been acquired in 2012 from Paramus, New Jersey-based

marketing agency Yodi. According to Yodi's owner, the data was stolen from an unnamed third party, sold to a variety of marketing companies and sold to Yodi itself. It is not clear how long the data has been available for, but the social network confirmed the breach. Yodi contacted Facebook on January 29, only three days before the breach was first detected. Facebook said: "Earlier this year, we learned
that a third-party app developer accessed information from a data provider that Facebook acquired some years ago. "This data included user names, encrypted passwords and email addresses. "We have no evidence that any user data was improperly accessed. "Most people affected by this were located in the US. "While there is no evidence of misuse, Facebook informed all affected users about the data

breach. "And, out of an abundance of caution, we have offered affected users the ability to access their Facebook account through a secured version of the Facebook website, without
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May 8, 2020 at 5:26 pm. as gnu ocad, works the best, theres no free software that even comes close to it. dan smith says:. I don't think I understand what you're saying. All this talk of hd, 540p, and virtual is confusing me. When I say hd or 540p, is that output video? Or is that a streaming feed? Or what? gmaijr says:. I would recommend fvwm or Window Maker. You can use the ultimate nix as it is unix.
You can use the rock solid window maker as its' unix based as well. I'm not trying to recruit for the nix or the window maker. I'm simply sharing my personal experience. alastair says:. I would recommend fvwm or Window Maker. You can use the ultimate nix as it is unix. You can use the rock solid window maker as its' unix based as well. I'm not trying to recruit for the nix or the window maker. I'm simply

sharing my personal experience. jlhv2018 says:. fvwm on a hdmi 1080p capable tv. OttoBorg says:. fvwm on a hdmi 1080p capable tv. Weird MOLSKYS says:. fvwm on a hdmi 1080p capable tv. OttoBorg says:. fvwm on a hdmi 1080p capable tv. Weird MOLSKYS says:. fvwm on a hdmi 1080p capable tv. OttoBorg says:. fvwm on a hdmi 1080p capable tv. what i meant is that it is pointless to add more
monitors to a dual monitor config so you can then cut them off to achieve that. thats what i was saying. you get two seperate outputs, one from a monitor and 3da54e8ca3
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